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Figure 1. Ladakh within the network of the so-called Silk Routes
© Quentin Devers, 2018
 
Figure 2. Ladakh and neighbouring regions
© Quentin Devers, 2020
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Figure 3. Main places and subregions of Ladakh
© Quentin Devers, 2020
 
Historical context
3 Most  of the  research on the  history  of Ladakh has  been  focused on  the  study  of  the
Royal Chronicles, a forty-two page long work written as recently as the 17th century. On
the  art  historical  front,  research  has  largely  focused  on  the  so-called  Alchi  group  of
monuments   (11th  to   13 th centuries,   depending   on   the   school   of   dating).   As   for
archaeological  research,  studies  were   few  and  mostly   ignored  until  the  turn  of  the




history   before   the   rise   of   the   West   Tibetan   Kingdom   of   Ngari   Skorsum   in   the








documented   in   the  past   ten  years.  These  numbers  are   important   as   they   change
everything.
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5 With over 400 rock art sites, 370 fortifications, 260 rock-cut Buddhas and Bodhisattvas,
etc.  documented   to  date   (and   these  numbers  keep  growing  every  year),  Ladakh   is
proving to be the region of the Himalayas and of the Tibetan Plateau with the largest
densities   in  all  categories  of  remains.   It  cannot  be  seen  as  a  Little  Tibet  anymore:
remains show that it was, on the contrary, one of the most important centres of this
entire belt.
6 Documentation  of  possible  monastic   ruins  may  be   in   the  process  of   revising   the
presence  of  Buddhism   in   the   region  by   as  much   as   a   thousand  years:  Buddhism
apparently   flourished   in Ladakh   long  before   it  ever  reached  Tibet.   Identification  of
ceramic sherds are proving a diversity of contacts and influences during Protohistory
that were only dubious just a few years ago.
7 The  discovery,  and   in  some   instances  translation,  of  hundreds  of  ancient  rock  and
temple  inscriptions  in  the  last  five  years – for  instance  in  Kharul,  Mulbek,  Kanji  and
Mangyu among other locations – have opened up brand new chapters in the history of














About the present volume
10 This special volume of EMSCAT presents papers on the art history and archaeology of










It  has  opened  new  and  unforeseen  perspectives  on  the  history  of  the  region.  These
discoveries pose a double challenge: publishing the research in a timely manner, and
doing   so  with   sufficient   illustrations.  EMSCAT  proved  very understanding   in   these
matters,  and  made   it  possible  to  create   this  volume   in  comfortable  conditions  and
relatively little time. We are very thankful for their patience during the editing process.
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12 The  volume   starts  with   the   first   comprehensive   study  of   the  ancient   ceramics  of
Ladakh,  from  Prehistory  to  the  modern  era.  Analysing  finds  of  Kushan,  post-Kushan









13 We  then  move  to  the  Western  Tibetan  Kingdom  of  Ngari  Skorsum  and  the  so-called
Second Diffusion of Buddhism in the 10th-13th centuries. Christiane Kalantari and Eva
Allinger  analyse   the  murals  of   the  Dungkar  cave   temple   in  Guge  and  explore   the
relationship  between  the  visual  programs  depicted   in  this  monument  and  the  texts
they  are  based  on.These   issues  are  central  to  an  understanding  of  the  practices  of
Buddhism at that time, when the main sects of Tibetan Buddhism were emerging. Next
comes   a   presentation   by   Nils   Martin   about   wall   paintings   in   Ladakh   from   the
14th-15th centuries. They show a combination of iconographic elements that illustrate
the  particular  foothold  that  the  now  well-developed  sects  had  taken  in  Ladakh.  The





Lama   in   the   17th century.   Gerald   Kozicz   then   introduces   the   18th century   Onpo
Lhakhang   in  Sumur   (Nubra),  whose  architecture  and   iconography  are  based  on  the
Nyingma   tradition,   a   sect   that  has   long  been  overlooked   in   Ladakh.   Finally,  Rob
Linrothe focuses on the adaptation of iconography and religious portraits to the new
mediums  of  photography  and  printing  in  the  late  19th to  early  20 th century,  showing
how age-old traditions can be transferred to new formats.
15 We hope that this collection of papers will contribute to an understanding of the rich
history   of   this   region   at   the   crossroads   of   the   Tibetan,   Central  Asian   and   sub-
continental spheres of cultures.
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artificial  Wylie  spelling  can  only  create  confusion  about  the  toponymy  and  etymology  of  said
place names. These spellings are therefore left to the authors’ discretion to encourage coherence
across their own publications as there are no “right” or “wrong” spellings to enforce, but only
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